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Many of us would say it takes guts and a little bit of crazy to step toe-to-toe with a powerful,

1700-pound bull. For hall-of-fame bullfighter, Jeremy Sparks, it took faith. Sparks' remarkable and

illustrious journey began at a young age when he received a God-given calling to become a

professional bullfighter. Soon after accepting a college scholarship for rodeo, he suffered a

near-fatal electrocution, which, but for his faith in God, would have ruined his dream. After three

years of training under a world champion, he was accepted into the elite Professional Rodeo

Cowboys Association, and spent years tussling with raging bulls until God, once again, showed him

another path. While the terrorist attack on September 11th rocked the country, Sparks saw it as an

invitation to serve. He enlisted just weeks after the attack, and earned his commission as a second

lieutenant in the US Air Force and an endorsement from the Pentagon as the "only professional

bullfighter in the history of the USAF". Once a small town kid from Arkansas, now a hall-of-fame

rodeo icon, Sparks is sharing his stories of strength and service. With God at the center of this

fascinating story, Go West highlights the 10 Biblical principles that Sparks learned, experienced,

and lived by as a professional bull fighter, officer in the armed forces, and follower of Jesus Christ.
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I thoroughly enjoyed reading Go West. I found it easy read with some very good lessons in life to

follow to help other people reach their goals and also on how to focus when things become

difficult.Jeremy bares his soul in this book, demonstrating how when he wander d from his focus on



God how things did not go well for him. His principles to living a meaningful and productive life

served me as a good reminder on how to continue to focus on God during difficult times. I

particularly appreciated his first point, "Lend a Hand". It reminded me to always encourage people to

follow his or her dreams and, if possible, to give them the means to pursue or follow his or her

dreams.I highly encourage people to purchase and read Jeremy's book, it is a great story of how,

even in unusual cercumstances, to achieve their goals in life. He also discusses how to a

meaningful life after achieving their goal, even f their goal is to become a professional bullfighter.His

book is on the shelf next to another book I reference during rough times.

10 simple, faith-based values that will challenge you while being easy to digest, and easily

applicable in our daily lives. If this is what you are looking for, it's what you will get in Go West! Do

yourself a favor and get a copy today

I am 37 and this is officially the first book I've completed (and loved) since my freshman year in

college. Well done Jermey, your life, and decision to write this book will inspire and be part of your

residual testimony. I am happy to have found this.

I bought this for my older brother who is a bullfighter and he loves it so much that he is giving he's

life back to Jesus Christ.

Go West is great story of someone who followed God and their dream! Very captivating and easy to

read. The principles taught in the book apply to everyone!

You can tell that the author put his all in this book!! I will be purchasing extra copies to spread the

word. Thanks for a great message.

Amazing! If you want a closer relationship with God but not sure how to get there, read this! Each

chapter leads you to a little closer and makes you think about your own life. Jeremy does a great job

using real life experiences on how to be the better person!

Beautiful, well written book! So very proud that you have shared your journey with us.- Dan & Judy

Castor
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